
Release Notes for Public PTF (2011-02-07)

1. Origin Product/Version

OX v6.18.2 Rev 16

2. Packages shipped with this PTF Release

OX v6.18.2 Rev 19 (built 2011-02-03)

3. Bugs fixed with this PTF Release

17225   In Shared Folder verschwinden Appointments
The fix sents the folder as shared folder to the client as expected.
No possible side effects.

17240   Alle freigegebenen Kalender heißen gleich
When users B and C shared their calendar folders with user A, then both
folders were displayed with the same title "calendar" on user A's UI. 
User A had no simple means to find out which folder belonged to which 
user.
The fix changes the titles of shared folders by prefixing them with the 
folder owner's name in the following format: "<folder owner name> - 
<folder title>". The folder owner's name is taken from the title of the 
shared folder's parent folder. If this parent folder is not a system folder 
(and does therefore not contain the owner's name in its title), then the 
parent hierarchy is searched upwards for the first system folder. If the 
folder owner's name can not be determined from some parent folder 
title, then no prefix will be used.
Possible side effects: For the synchronisation system, the prefixing of a 
folder title with the folder owner's name does not count as 
"modification".
Therefore, changes in the "<folder owner name>" part of the folder title 
will not be reported to the client during a normal sync, neither when the 
fix is rolled out, nor when a user's name is changed. The client will have 
to query the folder title by performing an initial sync. The fix works for 
all folders except for mail folders, because these are not visible to user A 
even if they are shared to him.

17535   Annual Appointment Series (Birthday) Turns into 1000-year period
Missing end_date in request caused incorrect series calculation. Added 
internal end_date calculation.
No possible side effects.

17650   Closing a reminder sends out a invitation mail to all participant
The fix adds fields to be excluded when checking for changes in the 
appointment.
No possible side effects.
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17902   Deleting an appointment fails with an Unexpected SQL Error
Unique style of update request caused bad sql connection handling. 
Made connection handling more stable.
No possible side effects.

18073   If you copy an object the object appears twice in the destination folder
Fixed a problem that each time you copied a contact or mail it got 
duplicated by the number of previous copy actions. With each folder 
selection dialog a new event has been added to the event queue 
triggering a single copy action of selected objects. Now the folder 
selection dialogs will be re-used so events will only be attached once.
No possible side effects.

18181   open-xchange-mobile-configuration-gui installs to /var/www on SLES 
and RHEL
Use correct apache docroot on RHEL and SLES in package open-
xchange-mobile-configuration-gui.
No possible side effects.
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4. Changes relevant for Administrator

Changes of configuration files

The property defining the Japanese name of the spam folder in the configuration 
file /opt/open-xchange/etc/admindaemon/User.properties has a wrong value. 
The value was 

SPAM_MAILFOLDER_JA_JP=Spam=\u8FF7\u60D1\u30E1\u30FC\u30EB 

which contained an superfluous 'Spam='. It is correct to 

SPAM_MAILFOLDER_JA_JP=\u8FF7\u60D1\u30E1\u30FC\u30EB

Italian is added to the translations for Open-Xchange. The configuration file 
/opt/open-xchange/etc/admindaemon/User.properties is extended with the 
Italian translations for the standard mail folder names: 

# Italiano 

SENT_MAILFOLDER_IT_IT=Posta inviata 
TRASH_MAILFOLDER_IT_IT=Cestino 
DRAFTS_MAILFOLDER_IT_IT=Bozze 
SPAM_MAILFOLDER_IT_IT=Posta Indesiderata 
CONFIRMED_SPAM_MAILFOLDER_IT_IT=Posta indesiderata accertata 
CONFIRMED_HAM_MAILFOLDER_IT_IT=Posta attendibile accertata 

Changes of database schemes

- none -

Changes of command line tools schemes

- none -
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5. Changes relevant for Developers

Changes of the HTTP API

- none -

Changes of the RMI API

- none -

Changes of the WebDAV API

- none -

6. Tests

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated “Smoke” and 
“Always” test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup. 

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes. 

7. Side effects

No side effects.
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